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“Pluhar maintains a fine, even tone throughout. . . . Those who have found the prospect of

teaching the third Critique daunting will admire its clarity. . . . No one will be disappointed.” —

Timothy Sean Quinn, The Review of Metaphysics
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J. RABINOWITZ, “evaluation of the translation. There's not much point in discussing Kant

himself in a review like this. If you're going to pony up the money, and put the time into reading

this demanding book, you already know enough about Kant to admire him. If you don't, there

are better places to start (like Copleston's History of Phil, or the Critique of Pure

Reason).Pluhar's translation is an ultra of academic fastidiousness, with all the words added

for clarity in brackets, copious references to other passages in this or other works that explain

the terms (very helpful) and so on. BUT -- every twenty pages or so there is a passage so

clumsy in its Anglo-German syntax that I had to read it over five times and then copy-edit it in

pencil so I could understand it. I don't know the competing translations, they may be no better.

This was better than adequate, but with the noted flaw.”

Jeremy Olliges, “Awesome thank you. Awesome thank you”

one kind of reader, “Binding holds up. Good binding. Good translation.”

teresa, “Five Stars. great edition and good translation”

Tom S, “Kant will reward your tenacity. Once one becomes familiar with Kant's special

terminology, Kant's aesthetics unfold in amazing way. It's probably best to start with an

overview such as Copleston's "History of Philosophy".The one criticism I would offer is that

Kant, however brilliantly insightful, clearly was not an artist. His insistence on there being no

rules for beauty may seem true for the average non-artist person and create mediation

between supersensibles (and give rise to much bad art in the process). But at the very least,

there are really big hints as to how we perceive beauty, gestalt psychology being an example.



Otherwise, as art history has proven, there is no universal validity to beauty.Edit: One month,

two readings and the binding has already failed.”

Author MichaelAngela, “Much of my book Beauty Matters The Moral Issues was .... Much of my

book Beauty Matters The Moral Issues was based on Kant's Critique. This book is for students

who are pursuing an advanced level in philosophy, Immanuel Kant is one of the most difficult

philosophers to 'decode'. Genius though on all levels, one professor referred to him as the

game changer in philosophy.”

Marilena S., “Five Stars. Excellent and very quick delivery”

Paul Robbins, “Immanuel Kant - Critique of Judgement. This is an excellent read and should be

in everyones personal library. Immanuel Kant's philosophical perspectives adress all the key

questions in life.”

faber, “Ottimo. Ottima traduzione. Raccomandato a tutti. Quindici parole sono troppe.. Ne

basterebbero tre-4. Non capisco questa regola. Forse per evitare le autorecensioni?”

Fleurant de Raisin, “Five Stars. Good”

The book by Immanuel Kant has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 40 people have provided feedback.
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